We agree with Ronquist et al. that mixtures present a challenge to most phylogenetic approaches. However, there is an important difference between methods that return BFail[ when the model is specified incorrectly and methods that find an incorrect tree, especially if this incorrect tree is assigned a high Bconfidence value.[ We believe that distancebased methods like those described in (3-5) will not be misled by mixtures of two trees. In such cases, the methods should output BFail[ instead of any specific tree or a distribution on trees.
Ronquist et al. consider standard heuristic approaches, also suggested in (2), for overcoming the possible perils of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms on mixtures, namely multiple starting points, Metropoliscoupled MCMC, or specifying a mixture model. The experimental results reported in (1) suggest that these methods may be adequate to tackle mixtures in some scenarios.
However, the applicability of these methods on some small examples does not guarantee their success in other settings. In particular, these methods might fail for some range of branch lengths or for large trees. We believe that theoretically provable results should be weighted more heavily compared with limited experiments. We thus argue that much more theoretical and experimental work is needed before MCMC methods can be safely used in mixture settings.
Our tree mixture example was the first result on the efficiency or inefficiency of MCMC methods for phylogenetic reconstruction. Currently, there are no results showing fast convergence of MCMC methods or Metropolis-coupled MCMC for any class of examples. Even in the idealized setting where character data is generated from a pure distribution (i.e., no mixture), it is unclear whether MCMC methods are always efficient.
Building on our work, Stefankovic and Vigoda (6) recently showed refined mixture examples with slow convergence. In their example, the mixture has a common topology and only varies in the substitution rates. They also show a simple mixture example of two trees with a common topology, which generates a distribution that is identical to a mixture distribution from a different topology. Hence, no methods can determine the correct topology, not even those that infer a mixture.
